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Ahmad Ekcaman, Google Â® vice president of Product Management, talks about the importance of
meeting users where they are - be that on a smartwatch, through Google Assistant, or to create a

human-centered experience within Gmail. He introduces the features that make Gmail, at the heart
of Google Â® Apps Suite, the world's fastest email service, as well as those that raise Gmail's bar of
functionality to a new level. Soothing and inspiring, he talks about why Gmail addresses many of our
most personal issues. And The Winner Is! This special video series with exciting prizes was brought
to you by the amazing students at Ankara University's Social Media and Journalism program. How
Google Uses Social Data To Improve Their Ads Google continues to improve its understanding of

social data to help make advertising a more personal and relevant experience. In this second video
from Google’s Social Media and Journalism Partnership, senior vice president Erik Dalton walks us

through the range of research projects Google is involved in, all focused on improving the way
advertising is served up to consumers. From the effectiveness of topic-based advertising, to the

impact of emotions and emotions on spending, from how to provide contextually relevant ad
suggestions to how to deliver advertising more effectively, they are interested in learning more
about the types of information people exchange through their social media profiles. In this third

video from Google's Social Media and Journalism Partnership, senior vice president Erik Dalton and
head of Content Scott Farquhar walk us through Google’s innovations in the area of Video

Advertising and Content Paywalls. Google has developed technologies to make video advertising
more relevant to consumers. They have also been working on two content paywall technologies.

Through this, Google is able to bring more value to publishers and consumers alike. We talk to some
of the publishers and technology providers who work with Google to serve video. We hear about

their methods for analyzing and tracking what people watch on a video site, and how they are using
this information to improve video delivery. We have also learned about the capabilities of the two

major video advertising exchanges that are available in North America. In this video, we meet James
Murray, Vice President, Advertising Sales at YouTube. We 6d1f23a050
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